Due to the rapid development of information technology, Internet has become part of everyday life gradually. People would like to communicate with friends to share their opinions on social networks. The diverse social network behavior is an ideal users' personality traits reflection. Existing behavior analysis methods for personality prediction mostly extract behavior attributes with heuristic. Although they work fairly well, but it is hard to extend and maintain. In this paper, for personality prediction, we utilize deep learning algorithm to build feature learning model, which could unsupervised extract Due to the rapid development of information technology, Internet has become part of everyday life gradually. People would like to communicate with friends to share their opinions on social networks. The diverse social network behavior is an ideal users' personality traits reflection. Existing behavior analysis methods for personality prediction mostly extract behavior attributes with heuristic. Although they work fairly well, but it is hard to extend and maintain. In this paper, for personality prediction, we utilize deep learning algorithm to build feature learning model, which could unsupervised extract Linguistic Representation Feature Vector (LRFV) from text published on Sina Micro-blog actively. Compared with other feature extraction methods, LRFV, as an abstract representation of Micro-blog content, could describe use's semantic information more objectively and comprehensively. In the experiments, the personality prediction model is built using linear regression algorithm, and different attributes obtained through different feature extraction methods are taken as input of prediction model respectively. The results show that LRFV performs more excellently in micro-blog behavior description and improve the performance of personality prediction model. 
INTRODUCTION

17
Personality can be defined as a set of traits in behaviour, cognition and emotion which is dis-18 tinctive among people [16] . In recent years, researchers have formed a consensus on personality 
Deep Learning
79
Deep learning is a set of algorithms in machine learning [1] The whole process of subjects recruitment and data collection lasted nearly two months. Through 121 the preliminary screening, we obtained 1552 valid samples finally. When filtering invalid and noisy 122 data, we designed some heuristic rules as follows:
123
• If the total number of one's micro-blogs is more than 500, this volunteer is a valid sample.
124
This rule can ensure that the volunteer is an active user. 
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• In order to ensure the authenticity of the results of questionnaire, we set several polygraph 126 questions in the questionnaire. The samples with unqualified questionnaires were removed.
127
• When the volunteers filled out the questionnaire online, the time they costed on each question 
In order to extract the temporal information from massive high-dimensional digital vectors, to each user ID.
167
In our experiment, we use 1552 users' blogs published in 3 years as data for preliminary study.
168
Each user's linguistic behavior is represented as vector form through FFT based on SCLIWC. 
In Equation 4, {W, b} are parameters which can be obtained through training. In addition, a 188 reconstructed vector x ′ in input vector space could be obtained by mapping the result of hidden layer 189 y back through a mapping function,
If we want the mapping result y is another representation of input x, it is assumed that the input linear regression algorithm to build five personality prediction models in totally.
213
Take one trait of personality as an example, the linguistic behavior feature vectors are represented by 
The general form of linear regression is
We trained five personality prediction models based on linear regression algorithm using corre-
215
sponding linguistic behavior feature vectors and labels.
216
RESULTS
217
In Experiments, we collect 1552 users' Sina Micro-blog data in total. Users' linguistic behaviors are 
Evaluation measures
224
In this paper, we conducted preliminary study about constructing Micro-blog behavior representation 225 for predicting social media user's personality. The five dimensions of personality are all tested. correlative. In Equation 10, i is the sequence number of sample and n is the total number of samples, n = 1552. In the Big Five questionnaire used in our experiments, there are 44 questions in all.
236
The score ranges of "A", "C", "E", "N", "O" are 
237
The value of RMSE shows the average difference between our prediction results and the scores of 238 questionnaire. The smaller is the value of RMSE, the better is the performance of prediction model.
Experiment results
240
In comparison experiments, we utilized three different kinds of attributes to train and build the Tables 1 and 2 . The letters in subscript "a", "c", "e", "n", "o"
251
indicate different personality dimensions respectively. The results in Tables 1 and 2 show that the linguistic behavior feature vectors learned through Stacked
261
Autoencoders perform better than other attributes in both Pearson correlation coefficient and RMSE.
262
When using Attribute SAE, the Pearson correlation coefficients of "A", "E", "N", "O" are all more concluded that personality prediction based on the linguistic behavior in social network is feasible.
267
Besides, the traits of conscientiousness and openness could be reflected in the network linguistic 268 behavior more obviously.
269
Compared with other feature extraction methods, our proposed method performs better. When prediction models perform better when the dimensionality of feature vector is 400. For "E" and "O",
280
we could obtain the better results when the dimensionality of feature vector is 300. 
